Philip Vera Cruz Justice for Farm Workers
Lesson 3 Class Work, Homework

QUICK WRITE
What are some advantages and disadvantages of learning history from textbooks? Compare and contrast the advantages and disadvantages of learning history from the textbook.

Advantages | Disadvantages
--- | ---
1. | 1.

OPENING up the TEXTBOOK:
What role did Filipinos play in founding the United Farm Workers?

| ROUND 1: Textbook Account |
|---|---|
| According to the textbook passage, what role did Filipinos play in the formation of the UFW? | How reliable do you think this source is? Why? |

| ROUND 2: Little Manila video |
|---|---|
| According to the video, what role did Filipinos play in the formation of the UFW? | How reliable do you think this source is? Why? |
| How does this source change your understanding of the central historical question? |
### ROUND 3: “UFW Philip Vera Cruz Excerpt”

According to the excerpt of Kent Wong’s article, what role did Filipinos play in the formation of the UFW?  
How reliable do you think this source is? Why?

How does this source change your understanding of the central historical question?

### ROUND 4: “Speech by Andy Imutan”

According to Andy Imutan’s speech, what role did Filipinos play in the formation of the UFW?  
How reliable do you think this source is? Why?

How does this source change your understanding of the central historical question?

### ROUND 5: “Unified Coalition UFW”

According to the Filipino American Labor Archive, what role did Filipinos play in the formation of the UFW?  
How reliable do you think this source is? Why?
TEXTBOOK REVISION: Write at least one, well-developed paragraph in which you describe the role of Filipino farmworkers in California agriculture and the early years of the UFW. Be sure to use details from at least three different sources.